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In this seminar Tom Daems will discuss the intellectual development of four key theorists in the recent sociology of punishment. The presentation will focus on life and work of David Garland, John Pratt, Hans Boutellier and Loïc Wacquant. It will be argued that such a scholar-oriented approach can give us unique insights into four distinctive ways of thinking about penal change. Moreover, that it allows us to delineate the evolution of the four selected authors as distinct types of public intellectuals.

Tom Daems is Postdoctoral Fellow of the Research Foundation Flanders at the Institute of Criminal Law and the Leuven Institute of Criminology (LINC), at the Catholic University of Leuven, Belgium. His book Making Sense of Penal Change was published in 2008 by Oxford University Press, as part of the Clarendon Studies in Criminology-Series. He is also co-editor of Institutionalizing Restorative Justice (Willan Publishing, 2006), and of Zygmunt Bauman. De schaduwzijde van de vloeibare moderniteit (Boom Legal Publishers, 2007).

This seminar is part of the IoC Public Seminar Series, and is open to all interested in attending. If you wish to be added to the seminar mailing list, please contact: Joanne Garner, on: jf225@cam.ac.uk